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1. The second author showed [15] that if a group G has a conjugacy class K = {1} of
prime power size, then K ⊆ S(G), the solvable radical of G (see Lemma J(c) below). Using
this result, we study the normal structure of finite groups in which sizes of some conjugacy
classes are powers of primes (we consider the natural number 1 to be a power of each
prime). Some related questions concerning subgroups and characters are also considered.
We write iG(x) = |G : CG(x)| for x ∈ G; then iG(x) = |Kx |, where Kx is the G-class
containing x (following Baer [1], we call iG(x) the index of x in G).
Let P ∈ Sylp(G). We show that if iG(x) is a power of p for every x ∈ P of order
 pµp , where µ2 = 2 and µp = 1 for p > 2, then G is p-nilpotent (Theorem 1). Next,
if P is non-abelian and iG(x) is a power of a prime for all x ∈ P − Z(P ), then P is a
direct factor of G, and conversely (Theorem 2). Remark 3, which is a consequence of
Theorem 2, answers on a question of Baer [1] on the structure of groups G such that
iG(x) is a power of a prime for all x ∈ P . Application of Theorem 2 and Remark 2 allows
us to produce a short proof of a theorem of Baer [1] on groups G such that iG(x) is a
power of a prime for all elements x ∈ G of prime power order (Theorem 3). In the above
situation, all nonnilpotent biprimary Hall subgroups are normal in G (a group H is said to
be biprimary if |π(H)| = 2), and we classify such solvable G (Remark 4). Using the last
result, we classify, in Theorem 4, the groups all of whose nonnilpotent biprimary subgroups
are subnormal. In Supplement 1 to Theorem 3, we classify the groups G such that iG(x)
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Y. Berkovich, L. Kazarin / Journal of Algebra 283 (2005) 564–583 565is a prime for every element x ∈ G − Z(G) of prime power order. In Supplement 2 to
Theorem 3, we show that if |G : NG(H)| is a power of prime for every primary H G,
then the nilpotent length of G does not exceed 2. In Remark 5 we consider a situation
in some sense dual to one considered in Theorem 3. Namely, we prove that a group G is
solvable if |G/ker(χ)|/χ(1) is a power of p for all monolithic characters χ of G. Next,
Theorem 5, which is due to Isaacs, shows that a group G of Remark 5 has nilpotent length at
most 4, moreover, even 3 if G′ is either of odd order (Theorem 5(b)) or G is a Frobenius
group (Theorem 6(b)). In Lemma J we gather some known facts and include their proofs
so that our note is self-contained.
After finishing this paper, we learned that some our results also contained in [5].
In what follows, G is a finite group of order |G|; p and q are primes which are not
necessarily distinct; o(x) is the order of x ∈ G; CG(M),NG(M) are the centralizer, the
normalizer of M ⊆ G, respectively; A ·B is a semidirect product of A and B with kernel B;
H(G) is the hypercenter of G (the last member of the upper central series of G); G′, Z(G),
F(G) and (G) are the derived subgroup, the center, the Fitting subgroup and the Frattini
subgroup of G, respectively; Cm and Epn are the cyclic group of order m and elementary
abelian group of order pn, respectively; π(m) is the set of all prime divisors of m ∈ N and
π(G) = π(|G|); π , σ are sets of primes and π ′ is the set of primes not containing in π ;
m ∈ N is a σ -number if π(m) ⊆ σ and G is a σ -group if |G| is a σ -number; Oσ (G) is a
maximal normal σ -subgroup of G, nσ is the maximal σ -number dividing n. A group G
is said to be p-nilpotent (p-closed) if Op′(G) (Op(G)) is a p′-Hall (p-Sylow) subgroup
of G. If A  G, then AG is the intersection of all normal subgroups of G containing A
(the normal closure of A in G). If x ∈ G, then Kx = xG = {xg | g ∈ G}. If G is a p-
group and n ∈ N, then n(G) = 〈x ∈ G | o(x)  pn〉. A group G is π -separable if each
of its composition factor is a π - or π ′-group. Notice that a π -separable group is also π ′-
separable. All maximal π -subgroups of a π -separable group are conjugate.
Let G = Q · P be a minimal nonnilpotent group with P = G′ ∈ Sylp(G); then
(O. Schmidt; see [4, Lemma 11.2]) exp(P )  pµp . A group G is said to be a B-group
if G/(G) is minimal nonnilpotent [2]. Obviously, B-groups are biprimary.
If x ∈ H(G), then iG(x) is a π(o(x))-number. If P  H(G), then π(|G : CG(P)|) ⊆
π(P ).
Set F0(G) = {1} and define, for i ∈ N, Fi (G)/Fi−1(G) = F(G/Fi−1(G)). A group G is
said to be of nilpotent length nl(G) = n if Fn−1(G) < G and Fn(G) = G.
We use the following standard “bar” convention. Given N G, set G = G/N and let
φ : G → G be a natural epimorphism. Then, if x ∈ G and H  G, we write x¯ and H
instead of φ(x) and φ(H), respectively.
Lemma J. (a) (see [8, Lemma 1.1]) Let N  G and x ∈ G. Set G = G/N . Then the
numbers iN(x) = |N : CN(x)| (we do not assume that x ∈ N ) and iG(x¯) divide iG(x).
(b) (Burnside; see [1]) Let a, b ∈ G be such that G = CG(a)CG(b). Then (aG)(bG) =
(ab)G, or, what is the same, KaKb = Kab.
(c) [15, Theorem] If iG(x) is a power of a prime for x ∈ G, then x ∈ S(G).
(d) [15, Corollary 2] Suppose that x ∈ G is such that iG(x) = pα . Then x ∈ Oσ (G) ∩
S(G) = Oσ (S(G)), where σ = π(o(x))∪ {p}.
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of 〈y〉 on Kx , defined by (yi, z) → yiz (i ∈ {0,1, . . . ,m − 1}, z ∈ Kx), then this action is
semiregular. In particular, o(y) divides |Kx | = iG(x).
(f) [10] If G is a σ -separable group with Oσ (G) = {1}, then CG(Oσ ′(G))Oσ ′(G).
(g) Let G be a solvable group, p ∈ π(G). Suppose that every factor of the series
C : {1} < G1 < · · · < Gn < Gn+1 = G of normal subgroups of G is of prime power or-
der. If every p′-factor of C is central, then G is p-closed.
(h) (Burnside) Suppose that G is not p-closed. Let distinct P,Q ∈ Sylp(G) be such that
their intersection K = P ∩ Q is not contained properly in the intersection of two distinct
Sylow p-subgroups of G. Then 〈NP (K),NQ(K)〉 is not a p-group. In particular, NG(K)
is not p-closed.
(i) Let G be a group and x ∈ G.
(1i) If K G and K  CG(x), then p | iG(x) for some p ∈ π(K).
(2i) If H is a non-abelian π -Hall subgroup of a π -separable group G, then there
exists y ∈ H such that p | iG(y) for some p ∈ π .
( j) Let AM G. Then π(AG) = π(AM).
(k) Let G be a π -separable group. If iG(x) is a π -number for some x ∈ G, then (〈x〉G)′
is a π -subgroup. In particular, 〈x〉G/Oπ (〈x〉G) is an abelian π(o(x))-group.
Proof. (a) The group of inner automorphisms of G permutes transitively the set of
minimal N -invariant subsets contained in Kx , and so iN (x) divides iG(x). Since
CG(x)N/N  CG/N(xN), we have that the number iG/N(xN) = |(G/N) : CG/N(xN)|
divides |(G/N) : (CG(x)N/N)| = |G : CG(x)N |. However, the last number divides
iG(x) = |G : CG(x)N ||CG(x)N : CG(x)|, and the proof of (a) is complete.
(b) If z ∈ aGbG, then z = axby for some x, y ∈ G. Let u ∼ v denote that elements u,v
are conjugate in G. Setting yx−1 = uv for some u ∈ CG(b), v ∈ CG(a), we get
z = axby ∼ abyx−1 ∼ abuv = abv = (ab)v.
(c) The proof of this assertion is fairly long (it uses modular representation theory).
(d) By (c), x ∈ S(G). Set σ = π(o(x)) ∪ {p}. Since Oσ (S(G))  Oσ (G), it suffices
to show that x ∈ Oσ (S(G)) so, in view of (a), one may assume that G = S(G). Set G =
G/Oσ (G). By (a), iG(x¯) is a power of p, so x¯ centralizes some p′-Hall subgroup H of G.
Since Oσ ′(G)H , we get, by (f), x¯ ∈ CG(Oσ ′(G))Oσ ′(G), so x¯ = 1¯ and x ∈ Oσ (G).
(e) is obvious since elements z, yz, . . . , ym−1z are pairwise distinct and the set of these
m elements is 〈y〉-invariant under left multiplication.
(f) Assume that K = CG(Oσ ′(G))  L = Oσ ′(G). Since K  G, there exists in K
a G-invariant subgroup K1 minimal such that K1  L. Then H = K1L  G is not
a σ ′-subgroup and so |H : L| > 1 is a σ -number. If P is a σ -Hall subgroup of K1, then
H = P ×L, so P G, {1}<P Oσ (G) = {1}, a contradiction.
(g) Working by induction on |G|, we see that G/G1 has a normal Sylow p-subgroup
P/G1. If π(G1) = {p}, then P ∈ Sylp(G) is normal in G. If π(G1) = {p}, then, since
G1  Z(G), we get P = P1 × G1, where P1 ∈ Sylp(P ) = Sylp(G), so P1 is normal in G.
In both cases G is p-closed.
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Q  NP (K), we get R = Q. However, R ∩QNQ(K) >K , contrary to the choice of P
and Q. Since U NG(K), the subgroup NG(K) is not p-closed.
(i) First we prove (1i). Note that |KCG(x) : CG(x)| = |K : CK(x)| = iK(x). By hypoth-




∣∣= ∣∣G : KCG(x)
∣∣iK(x),
and (1i) is proven since iK(x) > 1 divides |K|. Now let H be a non-abelian π -Hall sub-
group of a π -separable group G. In view of (a), one may assume, without loss of generality,
that Oπ ′(G) = {1}. Set K = Oπ (G). If H = K and y ∈ H − Z(H), then the noniden-
tity π -number iH (y) divides iG(y), by (a). Now let K < H . Take y ∈ H − K . Since
K  CG(y), by (f), the result follows from (1i).
( j) Let π(AM) = σ ; then AM  Oσ (M)  Oσ (G), so AG  Oσ (G) and we get
π(AG) ⊆ π(AM). The reverse inclusion is obvious.
(k) Suppose that G is a counterexample of minimal order. Assume that Oπ(G) > {1}.
Set G = G/Oπ(G). By Lemma J(a) and induction, (〈x¯〉G)′ Oπ (G) = {1¯}, and G is not a
counterexample. Thus, Oπ(G) = {1}. Let R be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained
in (〈x〉G)′; then R is a π ′-subgroup. By Lemma J(1i), x centralizes R, so R  Z(〈x〉G).
Set G = G/R. By Lemma J(a) and induction again, (〈x¯〉G)′  Oπ (G). It follows that
(〈x〉G)′ = Oπ ((〈x〉G)′) × R = R since Oπ((〈x〉G)′)  Oπ(G) = {1}. Then 〈x¯〉G is (an
abelian) π ′-subgroup, so 〈x〉G is a π ′-subgroup since R is. By Lemma J(a), x ∈ Z(〈x〉G),
so 〈x〉G is an abelian π(o(x))-group (see the paragraph preceding the remark). In general
case, 〈x〉G/Oπ(〈x〉G) is an abelian π(o(x))-group. 
2. A starting point for Theorem 1 is the following result which is an obvious general-
ization of known Wielandt’s Lemma (see [1, Lemma 6]).
Lemma 1. Suppose that σ ⊆ π(G) and x ∈ P , where P is a σ -Hall subgroup of G. If
iG(x) is a σ -number, then x ∈ Oσ (G).
Proof. Indeed, G = CG(x)P , so 〈x〉G = (〈x〉CG(x))P = 〈x〉P  P . 
For a prime p, set µp = 1 if p > 2 and µ2 = 2.
Theorem 1. If, in a group G, iG(x) is a power of p for all p-elements x ∈ G of order
 pµp , then G is p-nilpotent.
Example 1. If for every p-element x ∈ G of order  pµp , the index iG(x) is a power of
q for a fixed prime q = p, then the p-length of G can be > 1. Indeed, let p = 3 and H =
C9 · C13 be nonnilpotent and let H act on a group E ∼= E27 in such a way that the kernel of
that action equals Z(H); then |Z(H)| = 3. Let G = H ·E be the natural semidirect product
compatible with action of H on E. Clearly, 3-length of G equals 2. Let us show that for
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x ∈ E (the last assertion is due to the fact that |E#| = 26 < |G : E| = 3 · 13 and 13 divides
iG(x) for x ∈ E#). Now let an element x /∈ Z(H) ∪ E be of order 3; then x = ab, where
a ∈ Z(H)# and b ∈ E# (indeed if x = vb, where o(v) = 9 and b ∈ E#, then o(xE) = 9).
Then iG(x)= iG(b)= 13, and our claim follows.
Example 2. It is not true that G as in Theorem 1 must be p-closed. Let G = P · Q be
a minimal nonnilpotent group of order pnqm with G′ = Q ∈ Sylq(G) and P ∈ Sylp(G),
where n > µp. Then a non-p-closed group G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. In
general, G is a group of Theorem 1 if and only if G = P · H , where P ∈ Sylp(G) and H
is a normal p′-Hall subgroup of G such that µp(P ) CG(H).
As Thompson has shown [9, Lemma 8.2], a p-group P contains a characteristic sub-
group T of class  2 such that
T(i) CP (T ) = Z(T ) is a maximal characteristic abelian subgroup of G;
T(ii) T/Z(T ) is abelian of exponent dividing p; and
T(iii) if α is a p′-automorphism of P with αT = idT , then α = idP .
We call T a Thompson critical subgroup of P . Such subgroups play a crucial role in the
proof of Lemma 2.
If G is a p-group of class at most 2 and exp(G/Z(G)) divides p, then exp(µp(G))
pµp (indeed, if a, b ∈ G with o(a), o(b) pµp , then (ab)pµp = apµp bpµp [b, a](p
µp






and o([a, b]) exp(G/Z(G)) p). In particular, if T is a Thompson
critical subgroup of a p-group G, then exp(µp(T ))  pµp since the class of T is at
most 2, by T(ii).
Lemma 2. Let P0 > {1} be a normal p-subgroup of a group G. Suppose that, for each
x ∈ P0 of order  pµp , the index iG(x) equals a power of p. Then P0 H(G),
Proof. (a) First suppose that iG(x) is a power of p for all x ∈ P0. Let P0  P ∈ Sylp(G)
and let x ∈ (P0 ∩Z(P ))#; then x ∈ Z(G) since p  iG(x). Set X = 〈x〉, G = G/X. Then the
pair P 0 G also satisfies our hypothesis (Lemma J(a)). Now, by induction, P 0  H(G),
so P0 H(G) in view of X  Z(G).
(b) Now let iG(x) be a power of p for each x ∈ P0 of order pµp . Let T be a Thompson
critical subgroup of P0 and P1 = µp(T ); then P1 G and exp(P1) pµp , by the para-
graph preceding the lemma. Therefore, by (a), P1 H(G). It follows that every p′-element
y ∈ G centralizes P1, and so y also centralizes T . Indeed, the subgroup K = 〈y〉 · T has
no minimal nonnilpotent subgroups (otherwise, if S is such a subgroup, then p divides |S|,
so Sp = S′ ∈ Sylp(S) is contained in µp(T ) = P1, which is not the case since y central-
izes P1) and so K is nilpotent. By T(iii), y also centralizes P0. Thus, all p′-elements of
G centralize P0, so |G : CG(P0)| is a power of p and P0  H(G), by (a), completing the
proof. 
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tained in H(G) if and only if µp(T ) H(G), where T is a Thompson critical subgroup
of P0.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that S = Q · P is a minimal nonnilpotent subgroup of G,
where P = S′ ∈ Sylp(S) and Q ∈ Sylq(S), q = p. By Lemma 1, Op(G) contains all
p-elements of G of orders  pµp , so P  Op(G). By Lemma 2 with P0 = Op(G), we
get Op(G) H(G), so P H(G). It follows that Q centralizes P , a contradiction. Then,
by Frobenius’ Normal p-Complement Theorem [11, Theorem 9.18], G is p-nilpotent. 
Corollary 1. (a) Suppose that, for every p ∈ π(G) and each p-element x ∈ G of order
 pµp , we have π(iG(x)) ⊆ π(p(p−1)). Then G has an ordered Sylow tower of the same
type as supersolvable groups have.
(b) Suppose that, for every p ∈ π(G) and every cyclic p-subgroup X  G of order
 pµp , the number iG(X) is a power of p. Then the same conclusion is true as in (a).
Proof. (a) We proceed by induction on |G|. Let p be the minimal member in π(G). Then
G has a normal p-complement H , by Theorem 1, since p − 1 and |G| are coprime. By
Lemma J(a) and induction, H has an ordered Sylow tower of the same type as supersolv-
able groups have, and the proof is complete.
(b) Let x ∈ G be a p-element of order  pµp and X = 〈x〉. Then iG(x) = |G :
NG(X)||NG(X) : CG(x)| divides ϕ(o(x))iG(X), where ϕ is the Euler’s totient function,
so π(iG(x))⊆ π(p(p − 1)), and the result follows from (a). 
3. The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 1.
Lemma 3 (compare with [5, Proposition 1]). Let x ∈ G. If iG(x) is a power of q , q ∈ π(G),
then (〈x〉G)′ is a q-subgroup. In particular, 〈x〉G/Oq(〈x〉G) is an abelian π(o(x))-group.
Proof. Suppose that G is a counterexample of minimal order. Set T = Oσ (S(G)), where
σ = π(o(x)) ∪ {q}. By Lemma J(d), x ∈ T . By induction and Lemma J(a), Oq(G) = {1}
(see the corresponding argument in the proof of Lemma J(k)). By Lemma J(a), iT (x) is
a power of q . Therefore, by Lemma J(k), (〈x〉T )′  Oq(T ) Oq(G) = {1}, so 〈x〉T is an
abelian q ′-subgroup. By paragraph, preceding Lemma J(k), 〈x〉G is a q ′-subgroup. Then,
by Lemma J(a), i〈x〉G(x) = 1, so x ∈ Z(〈x〉G). It follows that 〈x〉G is an abelian π(o(x))-
subgroup. 
Remark 2. In the proof of the Supplement to Theorem 1 we use the following result
which is due to the referee. Suppose that x1, . . . , xk be the system of representatives of the
noncentral conjugacy classes of a non-abelian group G. Then G = 〈x1, . . . , xk〉. Indeed,
by Burnside’s result, G/Z = 〈x1Z, . . . , xkZ〉, where Z = Z(G). Hence, G = XZ, where
X = 〈x1, . . . , xk〉; in particular, X G. Let z ∈ Z. Then x1z ∈ G−Z, so there exist g ∈ G
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Therefore, xj = xwy1 z = xw1 z as y ∈ Z. But then z = (xw1 )−1xj ∈ X since X G, so Z <X
and we conclude G = XZ = X, as was to be shown.
Supplement to Theorem 1. Let H be a non-abelian π -Hall subgroup of a π -separable
group G. If iG(x) is a π -number for all x ∈ H − Z(H), then G = H × Oπ ′(G).
Proof. If x ∈ H − Z(G), then 〈x〉G is a π -subgroup (Lemma J(k)), so 〈x〉G  H and,
since H − Z(H)⊆ H − Z(G) and H = 〈H − Z(H)〉, we conclude that H G. It remains
to prove that H is a direct factor of G. Let F be a π ′-Hall subgroup of G.
Let {K1, . . . ,Ks} be the set of noncentral conjugacy classes of H . Since {Fg | g ∈ G} =
{Fh | h ∈ H }, there exists xi ∈ Ki ∩ CG(F) for every i = 1, . . . , s. Set D = 〈x1, . . . , xs〉;
then D = H (Remark 2). Since D  CG(F), we get G = D × F = H × F , and we are
done. 
Lemma 4. Suppose that p-elements x, y ∈ G − Z(G) are such that iG(x) and iG(y) are
powers of distinct primes and iG(xy) is also a power of a prime. Then 〈x, y〉G  Op(G)
and iG(xy) = max {iG(x), iG(y)} is a power of p, so a Sylow p-subgroup of G is non-
abelian.
Proof. (This proof is due to the referee.) We may as well suppose that (iG(x), iG(xy))= 1;
then G = CG(x)CG(y) = CG(xy)CG(y). Since
CG(x)∩ CG(xy)= CG(x)∩ CG(y) = CG(xy)∩ CG(y),
we deduce that iG(x) = iG(xy) = ra and iG(y) = sb for suitable distinct primes r and s
and natural numbers a and b. In view of Kxy = KxKy = KyKx ⊇ (Ky)x , we get ra =
iG(xy) > iG(y) = sb . By Lemma 3, we have x, xy ∈ O{p,r}(G), y ∈ O{p,s}(G), and so
y ∈ O{p,s}(G) ∩ O{p,r}(G) = Op(G). Thus, 〈y〉G is a p-group. Let g ∈ G be such that













So [y,g] acts on Kx . Since [y,g] ∈ [Op(G),g]  Op(G), the order of [y,g] is a power
of p. It follows from Lemma J(e) that [y,g] is an r-element, and we conclude that r = p,
so, by the above, x ∈ Op(G). Thus, 〈x, y〉  Op(G). Two remaining assertions of the
lemma follow immediately. 
Let P ∈ Sylp(G) be abelian and P  Z(G). Suppose that iG(x) is a power of a prime
for all x ∈ P . Then |⋃x∈P π(iG(x))| = 1, by Lemma 4. This also follows from Lemma 5,
below.
Given a group G and α ∈ N, let 	p,α = {x ∈ G | o(x) divides pα}.
Lemma 5. Let α ∈ N and p ∈ π(G). Suppose that iG(x) is a power of a prime for all x ∈
	p,α(G). Set σ =⋃x∈	p,α(G) π(iG(x)). If |σ | > 1, then σ = {p,q}, 	p,α(G) ⊆ Op(G)
and P ∈ Sylp(G) is non-abelian.
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distinct primes (such x and y exist since, by hypothesis, |σ | > 1). Then G = CG(x)CG(y),
so KxKy = Kxy (Lemma J(b)).
Suppose that iG(x) > iG(y). Since P ∩ Kx = ∅ = P ∩ Ky , one may assume, without
loss of generality, that x, y ∈ P and xy = yx; then 〈x, y〉 is abelian and o(xy) divides
max {o(x), o(y)}, so xy ∈ 	p,α(G) and iG(xy) is also a power of a prime, by hypothe-
sis. Then iG(x) is a power of p (Lemma 4). In view of p  iG(y), y ∈ Z(P ) for some
P ∈ Sylp(G). Since, by assumption and Lemma J(b), iG(y) < iG(x) = iG(xy), then, by
Lemma 4, iG(xy) is also a power of p. Assume that σ − {p} contains distinct primes
q, r . Then, for some u,v ∈ 	p,α(G), we have π(iG(u)) = {q}, π(iG(v)) = {r}. If, say
iG(u) > iG(v), then iG(u) is a power of p (Lemma 4), a contradiction. Thus, |σ | = 2.
Let x ∈ 	p,α(G) be such that iG(x) is as large as possible. There exists y ∈ 	p,α(G)
such that iG(y) is a power of q ∈ σ − {p}. By Lemma 4, iG(x) is a power of p and
x, y ∈ Op(G). Take z ∈ 	p,α(G) and prove that z ∈ Op(G). This is true if iG(z) is a power
of p (Lemma 1). This is also true if iG(z) is a power of q since then z ∈ 〈x, z〉 Op(G)
(Lemma 4). Since iG(x) > 1 is a power of p, P is non-abelian. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that P ∈ Sylp(G) is non-abelian and, for any x ∈ P − Z(P ), the
index iG(x) is a power of a prime. Then P is a direct factor of G.
Proof. We proceed by induction on |G|.
By Lemma J(c), P = 〈P − Z(P )〉 S(G), so G is p-solvable.
Set σ =⋃x∈P−Z(P ) π(iG(x)).
Let |σ | = 1; then σ = {p} (Lemma J(2i): obviously, G is p-separable), and the result
follows from Supplement to Theorem 1.
Suppose that P  G. Then, for each x ∈ P −Z(P), iP (x) is a power of p, so is iG(x)
(Lemma J(a)), and the result follows by the previous paragraph. Thus, suppose that P is
not normal in G and |σ | > 1.
By hypothesis, P/Z(P ) is noncyclic. Suppose that, for each x ∈ P − Z(P ), there exists
y ∈ P − Z(P ) such that (iG(x), iG(y)) = 1 and xy ∈ P − Z(P ). Then, by Lemma 4, we
get x, y ∈ Op(G), so P = 〈P − Z(P )〉  Op(G), whence P = Op(G) is normal in G,
a contradiction. Therefore, one may assume that there exists an element x ∈ P −Z(P ) such
that (iG(x), iG(y)) > 1 for any y ∈ P −Z(P ) with xy ∈ P −Z(P ) (for such y we have y ∈
P − (Z(G)∪ Z(G)x−1)). By hypothesis, iG(x) is a power of a prime, say q . By the above,
iG(y) is also a power of q for each y ∈ P − (Z(P ) ∪ Z(P )x−1). Choose t ∈ P − Z(P )
such that (iG(x), iG(t)) = 1 (since |σ | 2 such a t exists). Note that iG(t−1) = iG(t). By
assumption, xt−1 ∈ Z(G) or, what is the same, t ∈ Z(P )x , and iG(t) is a power of some
prime r = q . Since t ∈ P − Z(P ) and ty /∈ Z(P ) for all y ∈ P − (Z(P ) ∪ Z(P )x−1) (if
ty ∈ Z(P ), then y ∈ Z(P )t−1 = Z(P )x−1, which is not the case), we get U = 〈t,P −
(Z(P ) ∪ Z(P )x−1)〉  Op(G), by Lemma 4. In view of |P : Z(P )|  p2, the set P −
(Z(P )∪Z(P )x−1) is a nonempty union of cosets of Z(P ) and hence Z(P ) 〈P −(Z(P )∪
Z(P )x−1)〉  U . It follows that U  〈P − Z(P )x−1〉 = P . Therefore, P = U  Op(G),
so P = Op(G) is normal in G, a contradiction. Thus, we must have |σ | = 1, completing
the proof. 
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There is a situation different of one considered in Lemma J(i), in which a prime p
divides iG(x) for x ∈ G − Z(G). First, if CG(x) < H and p | |H : CG(x)|, then p | iG(x).
Now suppose that a p-element a normalizes but not centralizes 〈x〉. Then 〈a〉CG(x)/CG(x)
is a nonidentity p-group so, by what has just been said, p | iG(x). Let a non-abelian P ∈
Sylp(G) has no cyclic subgroup L such that CP (L) < NP (L); then one cannot conclude
that p divides iG(x) for some x ∈ P − Z(P ). This explains why our proof of Theorem 2 is
not so short.
Example 3. Let H be a group isomorphic to the group G of Example 1 and let P1 be a non-
abelian 3-group of exponent 3µ3 . Set G = P1 ×H . If x ∈ G is a 3-element with o(x) 3µ3
(see Theorem 1), then iG(x) is a power of 13, however, a (non-abelian) S ∈ Syl3(G) is not
a direct factor of G.
Remark 3. R. Baer [1] asked about the structure of a group G satisfying the following
condition. Let P ∈ Sylp(G) be not a direct factor of G and for all x ∈ P , iG(x) is a power of
a prime. It follows from Theorem 2, Lemmas 5 and J(c) that, in this case, G is p-solvable,
P is abelian and there exists q ∈ π(G)− {p} such that iG(x) is a power of q for all x ∈ P .
Example 4. Let H = D · V be a semidirect product of V ∼= E8 and a non-abelian group
D of order 21 acting on V faithfully. Such G is realized as a subgroup of order 168 in
AGL(3,2). Note that all involutions are conjugate in H . Let Q be a group of order 7 and
let G = QwrH be the standard wreath product of Q and H with active factor H . Since
iH (x) is a power of 7 for every 2-element x ∈ H , then iG(x) is a power of 7 for each
2-element x ∈ G. However CG(P) = P for P ∈ Syl2(G), so |G : CG(P)| is not a power
of 7.
Now we are ready to give a short proof of the main result of [1].
Theorem 3 [1]. Suppose that indices of all elements of prime power orders of a group G
are powers of primes. Then G = N ×A1 × · · · ×At , where
(a) N , A1, . . . ,At are Hall subgroups of G;
(b) N is nilpotent;
(c) Ai is non-abelian, |π(Ai)| = 2 and Sylow subgroups of Ai are abelian, i = 1,2, . . . , t .
A group, satisfying (a)–(c), also satisfies the hypothesis.
Proof. It is easy to check the last assertion. Next suppose, that G satisfies the hypothesis.
We use induction on |G|. By Lemma J(c), G is solvable. By Theorem 2, G = N × A,
where N is the maximal direct factor of G which is its nilpotent Hall subgroup, all Sylow
subgroups of A are abelian. One may assume that N = {1} and |π(G)| > 2.
Let x ∈ P ∈ Sylp(G) and let iG(x) > 1 be a power of a prime q = p ( = since P is
abelian). Set σ = {p,q}. By Remark 3, iG(y) is a power of q for all y ∈ P . Let H = Oσ (G)
and G = G/H . Given x ∈ P , i (x¯) is a power of q (∈ σ), by Lemma J(a), so x¯ centralizesG
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x¯ is contained in Oσ ′(G) since all σ ′-Hall subgroups of G contain Oσ ′(G). We conclude
that x¯ = 1¯, so x ∈ H for all x ∈ P , and we get P  H . Let T ∈ Sylq (G). Suppose that,
for some (so for all, by Remark 3) z ∈ T − Z(G), the index iG(z) is not divisible by p.
Then, since iH (z) is not divisible by p for all z ∈ T ∩ H (Remark 3 and Lemma J(a)), we
get T ∩ H  Z(H) since T ∩ H is abelian, so H = P × (T ∩ H). In that case, P  G.
Since p  iG(t) for all t ∈ T and P  G, we get P  CG(t) for all t ∈ T , so PT = P × T
and iG(x) is not a power of q for all x ∈ P , a contradiction. Hence, one may assume that
iG(t) is a power of p for some (so for all) t ∈ T . Since p does not divide |G|, we conclude,
applying Lemma J(a), that all elements of T lie in Z(G), so T  Z(G). Thus, T < H , so
H = PT . Hence, each {p,q}-Hall subgroup of G corresponding to a pair of primes {p,q}
such that the index of some element x ∈ P ∈ Sylp(G) is a power of q , is normal in G.
It remains to show that H = Oσ (G) is a direct factor of G. Assume that this is false.
Then there is r ∈ π(G) − σ and R ∈ Sylr (G) such that R does not centralize H . Take
x ∈ R − Z(G) such that x does not centralize H . Then, by Lemma J(1i), iG(x) is a power
of some prime from σ , say p. By the previous paragraph, {p, r}-Hall subgroup, say L,
is normal in G. However, iL(y) is a power of q for all y ∈ P , by Lemma J(a). It follows
that P < Z(L); then iG(x) is not a power of p, a contradiction. Thus, G = H × G1, and
G1 allows the decomposition in nonnilpotent biprimary Hall subgroups, by induction. The
proof is complete. 
Note that the nilpotent length nl(G) of a group G from Theorem 3 does not exceed 2.
Indeed, to prove this, one may assume that G is a nonnilpotent {p,q}-group with abelian
Sylow subgroups. Then Op(G) = Op(F(G)) so, denoting G = G/Op(G), we see that
G/F(G) is q-closed (Lemma J(f)). Similarly, G/F(G) is p-closed, so G/F(G) is abelian,
and we are done. (The above argument also shows that if Op,p′,p(G) = G for all p ∈ π(G),
then nl(G) 2. Indeed, then G/F(G) is p-nilpotent for all p ∈ π(G), so G/F(G) is nilpo-
tent.)
If G is a group of Theorem 3 and H <G, then also H is. Indeed, H satisfies assertions
(a)–(c) of Theorem 3.
Let G = PQ be a group with abelian subgroups P ∈ Sylp(G) and Q ∈ Sylq(G).
Suppose that all elements of G have prime power orders and, say Oq(G) > {1}. Then
CG(Oq(G)) = Q, so Q is normal in G and G is a Frobenius group with kernel Q.
Corollary 2 (compare with [8, Theorem 2]). Suppose that indices of all elements of pri-
mary or biprimary orders of a non-abelian group G are powers of primes. Then one and
only one of the following holds:
(a) G = P ×A, where P ∈ Syl(G) is non-abelian and A is abelian.
(b) G = F × A, where A is abelian, F is a nonnilpotent biprimary Hall subgroup of G
with abelian Sylow subgroups. Suppose that a Sylow p-subgroup is not normal in F .
If F1  F is minimal such that F1Z(F ) = F , then F1 ∩ Z(F ) is a p-subgroup and
F1/Z(F1) is a Frobenius group.
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nilpotent. Then, by Theorem 3, G = F × A, where A is abelian and F = PQ is a non-
nilpotent Hall subgroup with abelian Sylow subgroups P ∈ Sylp(F ) and Q ∈ Sylq(F ).
If all elements of F have prime power orders, we are done by the paragraph, preced-
ing the corollary. Let x ∈ F be such that π(o(x)) = {p,q}; then x = ab = ba, where
o(a) = o(x)p, o(b) = o(x)q . Suppose that iF (x) is a power of q . Then b ∈ Z(F ) since
q /∈ π(iF (b)) ⊆ π(iF (x)) = {q}, so iF (b) = 1. Since (the hypercenter) H(F ) = Z(F ),
all elements of F = F/Z(F ) have prime power orders, so it is a Frobenius group. One
may assume that Q  F ; then Q  F . Let F1 be a subgroup of F minimal such that
F1Z(F ) = F . The equality (F1 ∩ Q) ∩ Z(F ) = {1} follows from Fitting’s Lemma (see [4,
Lemma 1.18]). 
The proof of the above result in [8] is fairly long since it is independent of the main
result of [1]—Theorem 3. It is possible to give a shorter proof of Corollary 2, independent
of Theorem 3, using [14, Proposition 5.1].
Now we extend Knoche’s Theorem [16] to arbitrary finite groups.
Supplement 1 to Theorem 3 (compare with [8, Corollary 2.3]). Suppose that the index
of each element of prime power order of a group G is 1 or a prime. Then G = N × A1 ×
· · · × At , where
(a) N , A1, . . . ,At are Hall subgroups of G;
(b) N is nilpotent, |N ′| is square-free;
(c) let t > 0 and A ∈ {A1, . . . ,At }. Then A = SZ(A), where S is a minimal nonnilpotent
group with cyclic Sylow subgroups (i.e., |S| = paq with q ≡ 1 (mod p)).
Conversely, every group with the above structure satisfies the hypothesis.
Proof. The last assertion is obvious. By Theorem 3, G has the stated direct decomposition.
Assertion (b) follows from Lemma J(a) and [16] (see also [3, Exercise 2.7]). It remains to
determine the structure of factors A1, . . . ,At . By Lemma J(a), N,A1, . . . ,At and their
epimorphic images satisfy the hypothesis. Let t > 0.
Let A = PQ be one of the factors A1, . . . ,At , P ∈ Sylp(A), Q ∈ Sylq(A), p < q . As
we know (Theorem 3), P and Q are abelian. Then CA(x)  A for all x ∈ Q. Therefore,
CA(Q) =⋂x∈Q CA(x) is normal in G. Since Q is a direct factor of CA(Q), we conclude
that Q is normal in A = P ·Q. If CA(Q) = P1 ×Q, then P1 = P ∩Z(A). Set A¯ = A/Z(A),
|P | = pm. |Q| = qn. Since P and Q are abelian, the hypercenter H(A) = Z(A), so Z(A¯) =
{1}.
Let again P1 = P ∩ Z(G). Since P1 is the intersection of some maximal subgroups
of P , we get (P) P1, so P ∼= P/P1 ∼= Epm . Let Q1 =⋂y∈P CG(y) (= CQ(P)); then,
by hypothesis, Q1 is the intersection of some maximal subgroups of Q, so (Q) Q1.
Since CA(Q1)  PQ = A, we get Q1 = Q ∩ Z(A) again, and so Q ∼= Q/Q1 ∼= Eqn . We
have Z(A) = P1 ×Q1.
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Q = 〈y1〉 × · · · × 〈yn〉. Then CQ(P) = ⋂mi=1 CQ(xi) = {1}, so m  n and CP (Q) =⋂n
j=1 CP (yj ) = {1}, so nm. Thus, m = n.
We continue to assume that Z(A) = {1}. By Maschke’s Theorem, Q = Q1 × · · · × Qk ,
where Q1, . . . ,Qk are minimal normal subgroups of A. If x ∈ P −CA(Qi) for some i , then
|Q : CQ(x)| = q , so |Qi : (Qi ∩ CQ(x))| = q . It follows that Qi ∩ CQ(x) is P -invariant,
so normal in A since Q is abelian. In that case Qi ∩ CQ(x) = {1}, so |Qi | = q . Since
the above holds for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have |Qi | = q for all i . In particular, q ≡ 1
(mod p). By [4, Theorem 1.20], A is a direct product of m = n non-abelian groups of
order pq . However, the direct product of m non-abelian groups of order pq satisfies the
hypothesis if and only if m = 1. Thus, A is non-abelian of order pq .
Now let Z(A) > {1}; then A/Z(A) is non-abelian of order pq . Let S be a minimal
nonnilpotent subgroup of A; then SZ(A) = A and S∩Z(A) is a p-subgroup since |S|q = q
(see [4, Lemma 11.2]). 
It follows that |G′| is square-free, where G is a group of Supplement 1. Note that Sup-
plement 1 improves [8, Corollary 2.3].
Given H G, denote iG(H) = |G : NG(H)|. It is easy to see, that iG(H) satisfies the
same properties as iG(x), where x ∈ G; see Lemma J(a). Next,
(∗) If M  G and H G, then iG(HM) and iG/M(HM/M) divide iG(H).
Indeed, NG(H)  NG(HM), so iG(HM) divides iG(H). Because of iG(HM) =
iG/M(HM/M), the second assertion in (∗) follows.
Supplement 2 to Theorem 3. (a) If iG(H) is a power of a prime for all primary H G,
then G is solvable with nl(G) 2.
(b) If iG(S) is 1 or a prime for every B-subgroup S G, then G is solvable.
Proof. Suppose that G is a counterexample of minimal order.
(a) Let r be the minimal prime divisor of |G| and X = 〈x〉 a subgroup of order r . Then,
obviously, CG(x) = NG(X), so iG(x) = iG(X) is a power of a prime, by hypothesis. It
follows that X  S(G) (Lemma J(c)), so S(G) > {1}. By (∗), the hypothesis is inherited
by epimorphic images, so nl(G/S(G)) 2 by induction; in particular, G is solvable. Since
F(G/(G)) = F(G)/(G), we get (G) = {1}, by induction. Next G is a monolith, so
F(G) is an elementary abelian p-subgroup for some p ∈ π(G). Let H < G be minimal
such that HF(G) = G. Then D = H ∩ F(G)  (H) and, since D  G, we get D 
(G) = {1}. Thus, G = H · F(G), a semidirect product with kernel F(G). By Lemma J(f),
CG(F(G)) = F(G). Therefore, if {1}<L ∈ Sylq(H), then F(G)  NG(L), so iG(L) > 1 is
a power of p. Taking q = p, we see that LF(G) G, so L = {1} and H is a p′-subgroup.
Let q ∈ π(H). Then p divides iG(L), so iG(L) is a power of p. But iG(LF(G)) being a
power of p, equals 1. Thus, all Sylow subgroups are normal in H , so it is nilpotent, and G
is not a counterexample. It follows that nl(G) 2.
(b) Recall that H is a B-group if H/(H) is minimal nonnilpotent. The hypothe-
sis is inherited by normal subgroups. Indeed, let M  G and S be a B-subgroup of M .
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Then NG(S)  M , so NG(S)M = G since NG(S) is maximal in G. We get iM(S) =
|M : NM(S)| = |G : NG(S)| = iG(S) = p, and our claim follows. Therefore, by induction,
every proper normal subgroup of G is solvable.
Now we prove that G/M satisfies the hypothesis. Let K/M be a B-subgroup of G/M
and let S  K be a minimal such that SM = K . Then S ∩ M  (S) and S/(S) is a
minimal nonnilpotent group, so S is a B-subgroup. We have NG(K) = NG(SM)NG(S),
so iG(K) is 1 or a prime. It follows that iG/M(K/M) is 1 or a prime, and our claim is
proven.
By the first paragraph of (b), G/S(G) is non-abelian and simple. By the previous para-
graph, G/S(G) satisfies the hypothesis. To obtain a contradiction, it suffices to show that
G/S(G) is not simple. Assume that this is false. By the previous paragraph, one may as-
sume that S(G) = {1}; then G is non-abelian and simple. Let q be the maximal prime
divisor of |G|. By Frobenius’ Normal q-Complement Theorem, there exists a B-subgroup
H such that H ′ ∈ Sylq(H). Set N = NG(H). By hypothesis, |G : N | = p, where p is a
prime  q . It follows that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the alternating group Ap .
Since G is simple, q = p; then q2 | |G|. In that case, NG =⋂x∈GNx > {1}, which is a
contradiction. Thus, G is solvable, and the proof is complete. 
It is proved in [6] the following nice result: A prime p = 3 does not divide iG(S) for all
S ∈ Syl(G) if and only if G is p-nilpotent. It is easy to show that if iG(S) is 1 or a prime
for all S ∈ Syl(G), then G is supersolvable (the proof is short and elementary).
Remark 4. Suppose that all biprimary nonnilpotent Hall subgroups of a solvable group G
are normal (groups of Theorem 3 satisfy that condition); then
G = N × (B1 × · · · ×Bk)× (D1 × · · · ×Ds),
where N,B1, . . . ,Bk,D1, . . . ,Ds are Hall subgroups of G, N is nilpotent, B1, . . . ,Bk are
nonnilpotent and biprimary, Di = Ni · Pi is a nonnilpotent semidirect product of Pi ∈
Syl(Di), the unique normal Sylow subgroup of Di , and nilpotent Ni , |π(Di)| > 2, i =
1, . . . , s (obviously, such G satisfies the condition). Suppose that the assertion is proved
for all groups of order < |G|. In that case, one may assume that G is not a direct product
of two nontrivial Hall subgroups and |π(G)| > 2. Being nonnilpotent and solvable, G has
a nonnilpotent {p,q}-Hall subgroup H = PQ for some distinct p,q ∈ π(G), where P ∈
Sylp(G) and Q ∈ Sylq(G); then H  G. Assume that H is neither p-closed nor q-closed.
Let r ∈ π(G) − π(H) and R ∈ Sylr (G); one may assume that R is permutable with P
and Q. Then PR ∩ H = P and RQ ∩ H = Q, so PR and PQ are not normal in G,
so nilpotent. It follows that R centralizes H . Since r is arbitrary in π(G) − π(H), H
is a direct factor of G, contrary to the assumption. To fix ideas, one may assume that
P G. Let U be a product of all normal Sylow subgroups of G; then U > {1}. Let T be a
π(U)′-Hall subgroup of G. Assume that T is not nilpotent. Then it contains a nonnilpotent
(G-invariant) {r, s}-Hall subgroup F , and, by the above, F is either r- or s-closed, so
U ∩ F > {1}, a contradiction. Thus, T is nilpotent. It remains to show that |π(U)| = 1.
Assume that this is false. Let R ∈ Syl(T ); then R does not centralize U (otherwise, R is a
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then PR  G. If R does not centralize P1 ∈ Syl(U) with P1 = P , then P1R  G, so
R = PR∩P1R G, a contradiction. Thus, R does not centralize only one Sylow subgroup
of U , namely P . Let T1 be the product of all Sylow subgroups of T that does not centralize
P and let T = T1 × T2; then T2 centralizes P . Let U = P × U1; then, by the above,
T1 centralizes U1. In that case, G = (PT1) × (U1T2) is a nontrivial direct product of two
its Hall subgroups, contrary to the assumption. Thus, U ∈ Syl(G) is the unique normal
Sylow subgroup of G and G/U ∼= T is nilpotent, as was to be shown. It is easy to check
that an arbitrary group G satisfies the hypothesis of the remark if and only if every minimal
nonnilpotent subgroup A of G is contained in a normal π(A)-Hall subgroup of G; indeed,
in that case G is solvable.
Definition. A group G is said to be a BS-group if all nonnilpotent biprimary subgroups are
subnormal in G.
Let a > 1 and n > 1 be natural numbers. Recall that a prime q is said to be a Zsigmondy
prime for the pair {a,n}, if the order of a (mod q) equals n (see [4, Chapter 30, Appendix
B]).
If S  A  G and S is subnormal G, then S is also subnormal in A. Indeed, let
G = G0 > G1 > · · · > Gn = S be a part of a composition series of G containing S. Con-
sideration of the series AA∩G1 A∩G2  · · ·A∩Gn = S, in which every member
is normal in the previous one, proves our assertion.
Theorem 4. Let G be a nonnilpotent BS-group. Then G = N × H1 × · · · × Hk , where N
is nilpotent and H1, . . . ,Hk are nonnilpotent Hall subgroups of G. We have Hi = Fi · Pi ,
where Pi is the unique normal Sylow subgroup of Hi and Fi is nilpotent, i = 1, . . . , k. If A
is a nonnilpotent biprimary Hall subgroup of G, then A/H(A)= B = Q ·P is a Frobenius
group with kernel P ∈ Sylp(B) and Q ∈ Sylq(B), q is a Zsigmondy prime for the pair
{p,n}, where pn = |P | and H(A) is the hypercenter of A.
Conversely, every group with the above structure is a BS-group.
Proof. We omit the easy check of the last assertion.
Let G be a nonnilpotent BS-group.
(i) We claim that G is solvable. Indeed, all nonnilpotent biprimary subgroups of G are
contained in its solvable radical S(G). Assume that S(G) < G; then G/S(G) is nonsolv-
able. Let K/S(G) be a nonnilpotent biprimary subgroup of G/S(G) (for example, K/S(G)
is minimal nonnilpotent). Let H be a subgroup of K minimal such that HS(G) = K . Then
H is nonnilpotent biprimary and H  S(G), a contradiction.
(ii) G satisfies the hypothesis of Remark 4. This follows from (i) and the hypothesis of
the theorem.
Therefore G = N ×H1 ×· · ·×Hk , where all Hi are nonnilpotent Hall subgroups of G,
N is nilpotent. It remains to describe the structure of factors H1, . . . ,Hk .
Let G be a nonnilpotent BS-group indecomposable in a nontrivial direct product of Hall
subgroups. Then, by Remark 4, G is either biprimary or G = C ·P , where P is the unique
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determine the structure of such G.
(iii) First suppose that G = PQ is biprimary, P ∈ Sylp(G) is normal in G, Q ∈
Sylq(G). In that case, C = NG(Q) is nilpotent. Since all subgroups of G containing C
are self-normalizing, C is maximal in G. Since NG(P ∩ C) > C, the subgroup P ∩ C is
normal in G. Since |G : CG(P ∩ C)| is a power of p, we get P ∩ C  H(G) (Lemma 2).
To complete this case, we may assume that H(G) = {1}. Then C = Q and G = Q ·P with
Q ∈ Sylq(G) maximal in G, so P is a minimal normal subgroup of G.
We claim that Q is a TI-subgroup. Indeed, assume that K = Q ∩ Qx > {1} for some
x ∈ G−Q. Let |K| be as large as possible. By Lemma J(h), NG(K) is not q-closed hence
it is subnormal in G, by hypothesis. Then K is also subnormal in G, so K  Oq(G). It
follows from [P,Oq(G)] = {1} that |G : CG(Oq(G))| is a power of q , so (Lemma 2) {1}<
K  Oq(G) H(G) = {1}, a contradiction. Thus, G is a Frobenius group with kernel P
and complement Q.
Let |P | = pn. Take in G a minimal nonnilpotent subgroup S = Q0P0, where P0 =
S′ ∈ Sylp(S) and Q0 ∈ Sylq(S). Assume that P0 is a proper subgroup of P . Let Q1P1 be a
proper nonnilpotent subgroup of G of maximal order such that p | |G : Q1P1| (by what has
just been assumed, Q1P1 exists). Since P is a minimal normal subgroup of G, Q1P1  G.
Since P1Q1 is subnormal in G, by hypothesis, we get P1Q1 < M = NG(P1Q1) < G.
By the choice of P1Q1, |G : M| is a power of q , so p divides |M : P1Q1|. By Frat-
tini’s Lemma, M = P1Q1NM(Q1) = P1NM(Q1), so NM(Q1) is not a q-subgroup. If a
nonidentity p-element x ∈ NM(Q1), then 〈x,Q1〉 is nilpotent of order divisible by pq ,
a contradiction since G is a Frobenius {p,q}-group. Thus, P0 = P . It follows that q is a
Zsigmondy prime for a pair {p,n} [4, Lemma 11.2(d)].
(iv) Now let |π(G)|> 2. Then, by Remark 4, G = L ·P , where P is the unique normal,
say p-Sylow subgroup of G, L is a nilpotent p′-Hall subgroup of G. Let r ∈ π(L) and
R ∈ Sylr (L). Since R is not a direct factor of G, the subgroup RP is nonnilpotent. We have
RP  G. Let T be a nonnilpotent subgroup of RP ; then T is subnormal in G and in RP
(see the paragraph preceding the theorem), so RP satisfies the hypothesis and biprimary.
It follows that the structure of RP/H(RP) is given in (iii). The proof is complete. 
It follows from Theorem 4 that the nilpotent length of a BS-group  2. The same one
can prove under a weaker assumption. Indeed, it follows from [2, Theorem (b)] that if
all B-subgroups of a nonnilpotent group G are subnormal, then nl(G) = 2. Now suppose
that all minimal nonnilpotent subgroups are subnormal in a nonnilpotent group G. Let H
be a B-subgroup of G. It is easy to show that H is generated by minimal nonnilpotent
subgroups, so it is subnormal in G (Wielandt). By what has been said, nl(G) = 2.
A partial case of Theorem 4 was considered in [17].
Let G = A×B , where A and B are non-abelian of orders 2 · 5 and 3 · 7, respectively. If
P is a subgroup of order 2 in G, then P × B is a nonnilpotent self-normalizing subgroup
of the BS-group G.
In [14] the non-abelian groups G all of whose noncentral classes have the same size m,
are considered. Ito showed that then m = pα for some prime p and G = P × A, where
P ∈ Sylp(G) and A is abelian. We offer another proof. Assuming that G is nonnilpotent,
Ito proved that G/Z(G) has a nontrivial partition all of whose components are of the same
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nilpotent, contrary to the assumption. We have G = P × A, where P ∈ Sylp(G). Clearly,
A is abelian, completing the proof.
4. In this section we present some results on characters which are analogs of results
obtained above.
Remark 5. Let us consider a situation dual, in some sense, to one considered in Theorem 3.
Recall [4, Chapter 30] that a character χ is monolithic if it is irreducible and G/ker(χ) is a
monolith, i.e., has only one minimal normal subgroup. Chillag and Herzog [7] have proved
that if |G|/χ(1) is a power of a prime for some nonlinear χ ∈ Irr(G), then a non-abelian
group G is nonsimple. We claim that, if χ is a faithful irreducible character of a group
G > {1} such that |G|/χ(1) is a power of a prime, then S(G) > {1}. Assume that this
is false. Let R be a minimal normal subgroup of G; then R < G is a direct product of
isomorphic non-abelian simple groups. Let µ be an irreducible constituent of χR ; then,
by the above result from [7], |R/ker(µ)|/µ(1) is not a power of a prime. In that case,
|G| = pn · χ(1) for some prime power pn > 1. Let χR = e(µ1 + · · · +µt) be the Clifford
decomposition, µ1 = µ. Then χ(1) = etµ(1), so |G| = pn · et · µ(1). By Clifford theory,
et divides |G : R|, so pn · µ(1) = |G|/et is a multiple of |R|. It follows that |R|/µ(1) is a
power of p, contrary to what has been said above. Using the proved result, it is easy to show
that if δG(χ) = |G/ker(χ)|/χ(1) is a prime power for every monolithic character χ of G,
then G is solvable. However, we prefer to give more elementary proof. Let χ ∈ Irr(G) be
monolithic. We want to show that χ is monomial. One may assume that ker(χ) = {1}; then
|G|/χ(1) is a power of a prime. In that case, χ is monomial by [4, Lemma 14.30(c)] and,
by [4, Proposition 30.18(e)], G is solvable.
Theorem 5 (Isaacs, unpublished). Suppose that δG(χ) = |G : ker(χ)|/χ(1) is a prime
power for each monolithic character χ of G. Then
(a) nl(G) 4.
(b) If |G′| is odd, then nl(G) 3.
The group satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 5 is said to be a 	-group. The property
	 is inherited by epimorphic images.
Proof of Theorem 5. By Remark 5, G is solvable. Suppose that G is a counterexample of
minimal order. Then G has only one minimal normal subgroup M; let M be a p-subgroup
for some prime p. Since nl(G/Z(G)) = nl(G), we get Z(G) = {1}, by induction. Let λ
be a nonprincipal linear character of M and let T be the inertia subgroup of λ in G; then
T < G since M  Z(G) = {1}. Let λT = e1ψ1 + · · · + enψn, where ψ1, . . . ,ψn ∈ Irr(T )
are pairwise distinct. It follows from (ψi)M = eiλ that ψi(1) = ei , i = 1, . . . , n. Set
χi = ψGi (∈ Irr(G)); then by reciprocity, χi is faithful, so monolithic, i = 1, . . . , n. By
hypothesis, |G|/χi(1) is a power of a prime. But χi(1) divides |G : M| by Ito’s theorem
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that |G|/χi(1)= pni for some ni ∈ N, i = 1, . . . , n. We have χi(1)= |G : T |ψi(1), so
|T | = |G|
χi(1)
ψi(1) = pniψi(1).
It follows that |T |p′ = (ψi(1))p′ = (ei)p′ for all i . By [12, p. 84], e21 +· · ·+e2n = |T : M|, so
(|T |p′)2 divides |T : M|p′ = |T |p′ (recall that π(M) = {p}). We conclude that |T |p′ = 1,
i.e., T is a p-subgroup.
Now let H be a p′-Hall subgroup of G. Then H ∩ T = {1}, and thus the action of H
on the group of linear characters of M is Frobenius, so H · M is a Frobenius group with
kernel M . It follows that Sylow subgroups of H are cyclic or generalized quaternion. Note
that M G′ and, if G′′ > {1}, then M G′′ since G is a monolith.
By the previous paragraph, every chief p′-factor of G is either of prime order or non-
cyclic of order 4. Every cyclic chief factor of G is centralized by G′, every chief factor
of G of order 4 is centralized by G′′ since its automorphism group, ∼= S3, has derived
length 2. We see that every cyclic chief p′-factor of G lying below G′ is a central factor
of G′. Next, a chief p′-factor of G of order 4 lying below G′′ is a central factor of G′′.
We conclude that G′′ has a normal Sylow p-subgroup P (Lemma J(g)); M  P since
G is a monolith. Since G′′/P has a central series, it is nilpotent. Thus, all factors of the
series {1} < P  G′′ < G′ < G of normal subgroups of G are nilpotent, so nl(G)  4,
completing the proof of (a).
Now suppose that |G′| is odd. Then, as in the previous paragraph, G′ has a normal
Sylow p-subgroup P and all Sylow subgroups of G′/P are cyclic. Since G′/P has a
central series, it is cyclic. In that case, nl(G) 3, completing the proof of (b) and thereby
the theorem. 
Example 5. The following observation is due to Isaacs. The affine general linear group
AGL(3,3) = GL(3,3) · E33 contains a subgroup G such that E33 < G and G/E33 is non-
abelian of order 39. All irreducible characters of G are monolithic, their degrees are 1, 1,
1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 13, 13, 13, 13, 13, 13. All irreducibles of degree 3 have the same kernel E33 . It
follows that G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5(b) and nl(G) = 3, so that the estimate
of Theorem 5(b) is best possible.
Theorem 6. Let G be a 	-group.
(a) If H is a G-invariant subgroup of G′ such that Sylow subgroups of H are cyclic or
generalized quaternion, then H is nilpotent.
(b) If G is a Frobenius group, then nl(G) 3.
Proof. By Remark 5, G is solvable.
(a) Suppose that G is a counterexample of minimal order. Since nl(H/Z(H)) = nl(H)
and Sylow subgroups of H/O2′(Z(H)) are cyclic or generalized quaternion, we get
O2′(Z(H))= {1}, by induction.
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of G contained in A. Since |N | is a prime, N centralizes G′, so N  O2′(Z(H)) = {1},
a contradiction. It follows that O2′(H)= {1}.
Let P = O2(H). Since CH (P ) P (Lemma J(f)), P is noncyclic (otherwise, H is a 2-
group, so nilpotent). It follows that P ∼= Q8. Since Aut(P ) ∼= S4, we get |H |2′ = 3, so H ∈
{SL(2,3), Ŝ4}, where Ŝ4 is the covering group of the symmetric group S4 with generalized
quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup. Let R be a normal subgroup of G maximal such that H ∩
R = {1}. Since nl(HR/R) = nl(H), we get R = {1} by induction. Then G is a monolith
and Z(H) (of order 2) is its unique minimal normal subgroup. If H ∼= SL(2,3), then all its
irreducible characters are monolithic and their degrees are 1,1,1,2,2,2,3; all irreducibles
of degree 2 are faithful. If H ∼= Ŝ4, then all its irreducible characters are monolithic and
their degrees are 1,1,2,2,2,3,3,4; exactly two irreducibles of degree 2 are faithful. Let λ
be a faithful irreducible character of H of degree 2, T the inertia subgroup of λ in G and
suppose that ψ = ψ1, . . . ,ψn are all irreducible constituents of λT . Set λT =∑ni=1 eiψi .
Then ψi(1) = 2ei for all i since (ψi)H = eiλ. Set χi = ψGi (∈ Irr(G)); then χi is faithful,
so monolithic since G is a monolith. By Ito’s theorem on degrees [12, Theorem 6.15],
χi(1) divides |G : Z(H)|, so |G|2 does not divide χi(1), and we conclude that |G|/χi(1)
is a power of 2. We have χi(1) = |G : T |ψi(1), so |G|/χi(1) = |T |/ψi(1) = |T |/(2ei) is
a power of 2. It follows that |T |2′ = (ei)2′ for all i . Then (see [12, p. 84]) (|T |2′)2 divides
(e21 + · · · + e2n)2′ = |T : H |2′ = 13 |T |2′ , which is impossible. Thus, H is nilpotent, as was
to be shown.
(b) Let a 	-group G = A · K be a Frobenius group with kernel K and complement A.
Then A ∼= G/K is a 	-group too, so A′ is nilpotent, by (a), and the result follows since K
is nilpotent. 
The following example shows that the estimate of Theorem 6(b) is best possible.
Example 6. Let F = GF(52) be the field of cardinality 52; then F is the quadratic exten-
sion of GF(5) = F5. Let j ∈ F be such that j2 = 2 ∈ F5 (since F∗ = F − {0} is a cyclic
multiplicative group of order 24 and 2 (= 1 + 1) is its element of order 4, such a j exists;
moreover, j ∈ F − F5). Then F = F5 ⊕ jF5, i.e., F is the set of all elements of the form
a + bj (a, b ∈ F5). Let  be the group of all transformations of F of the form x → axσ ,
where a ∈ F∗ and σ ∈ Aut(F/F5). Then || = |Aut(F/F5)| · |F∗| = 2 · (52 − 1) = 48. De-
fine an element φ ∈  as follows: φ(x) = (jx)5 (= 4jx5). It is easy to check that o(φ) = 8.
We claim that φ acts on the additive group F+ of F in a fixed-point-free manner. Indeed,










Let us show that the equation x4 = 2j has no solutions in F. Indeed, if y = a + bj (a ∈ F5,
b ∈ F∗5) be such that y2 = 2j , then a2 + 2abj + 2b2 = 2j . Therefore, a2 + 2b2 = 0 and
ab = 1. The last two equalities imply a4 = 3, which is impossible since a4 = 1 for all
a ∈ F∗5. Now,  contains the subgroup H = {γ ∈  | γ (x) = ax, a ∈ F∗, x ∈ F} of index 2.
Since H is cyclic of order 24, it contains a characteristic subgroup H0 of order 3. It follows
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a generator of H0 induces on F+, the additive group of F, a fixed-point-free automorphism,
it follows that all elements of #0 act on F
+ without fixed points. Therefore, there exists
a Frobenius group G of order 24 · 52 with kernel F+ of order 25 and complement that
isomorphic to 0 (G is the so-called affine extension of 0). The group G has only two
monolithic characters χ1 and χ2 of degrees 2 and 24, respectively. We have δG(χ1) = 3
and δG(χ2) = 52, so G is a 	-group. On the other hand, nl(G) = 3.
5. Below we formulate some related questions.
5.1. Suppose that all elements of prime orders and order 4 of a group G are contained
in (G). Is it true that G is solvable? (If the answer is ‘yes’ and all elements of prime
orders and order 4 are contained in S(G), then G is solvable. Indeed, let H G be minimal
such that G = S(G)H . Then H ∩ S(G)  (G), so all elements of prime orders and
order 4 in H are contained in (H). It follows that H is solvable, by assumption. Since
G/S(G) ∼= H/(H ∩ S(G)), G is also solvable.)
5.2. Suppose that iG(C) is a prime power for all primary cyclic C G. Is it true that
nl(G) is bounded? (The group SL(2,3) satisfies the above condition but not satisfies the
hypothesis of Theorem 3.)
5.3. (Isaacs) Is it true that, in Theorem 5(a), we must have nl(G) 3?
5.4. Does there exist a non-p-solvable group G with distinct non-abelian Sylow p-
subgroups P and Q such that P ⊆⋃x∈G Z(Q)x?
5.5. Suppose that every proper nonmaximal subgroup of a group G is contained in a
subgroup of prime index in G. Is G solvable?
5.6. Study the solvable groups in which the number of orders of nonnormal nonnilpo-
tent biprimary Hall subgroups is small, for example,  2. (See Remark 4.)
5.7. Suppose that NG(S) is contained in a subgroup of prime index for every nonnor-
mal S ∈ Syl(G) (every nonnormal B-subgroup S of G). Study the structure of G.
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